Draw and Memorize the Digestive System

Brought to you by your local pizza delivery gnome.

Vocabularies: Stomach, Duodenum, Esophagus, Pancreas, Common Bile Duct, Gall Bladder, Liver, small intestine, Jujunum, Ileum, Large Intestine, Cecum, Appendix, Ascending Colon, Transverse Colon, Descending Colon, Sigmoid Colon, Rectum, Anus
We are going to study the digestive system by describing a very strange creature: The Pizza Delivery Gnome. When we think of digestive system, or eating, we think of our stomachs so we will start there. There’s a saying, “You are what you eat.” Our gnome takes that very seriously so his face is the stomach. This could pass as the side of a face.

Stomach
Our gnome likes to make a letter D with his neck, or he calls it the “Do a D move” but it makes his neck terribly numb.

Duodenum: Do a D numb
Our gnome pretty much will eat anything. And he has a feeding tube connected directly to the top of his head. He is on the “You saw food, it goes down the tube diet”

Esophagus: You Saw Food Goes
The gnome didn’t realize that there was a leech in the pizza pan. If you look at the leech, it’s got lots of creases throughout its body. The creased leech from the pan jumped out and attached itself to the bend in the gnome’s neck and wrapped itself around the back side of the gnome’s face.

Pancreas: Pan crease
Our gnome has a slingshot in the back of his head so he is always ready to command people to buy all the left over ducks from the Chinese restaurant next door.

Common Bile Duct: Command Buy all duck
What a gnome! He has the gall to wear a bladder as a pony tail while he goes and delivers the pizzas.

Gall Bladder:
Before going outside, our gnome puts on his pizza deLIVERy hat so he can stay warm. He attaches it to the other part of the common bile duct.

Liver: deLivery
The gnome’s body is almost like a big smile filled with a big long sausage. And if you learn this well, you will smile in your testing. You can just draw some wiggles inside the big smile.
Small Intestine: smile in testing
The gnome likes to drink juice but because his neck is so numb, he can’t feel the juice dripping down the top and front of his clothes.

Jejunum: juice, juice numb
The gnome likes to drink juice but because his neck is so numb, he can’t feel the juice dripping down the top and front of his clothes.
Ileum: ill yum
The gnome had to make change for the customer but he couldn’t find any coins so he had to seek for them in his back pocket.

Cecum: Seek ‘em
Instead of finding any change, the gnome found a pen that belongs to his friend Dick. Of course from all our wonderful English classes, we know another way to say it is a pen that is Dick’s.

Appendix: A Pen Dick’s
There is a Cobra that is long and bumpy.

Colon: Cobra that is long
The cobra is roaming at large durin’ testin’
Large Intestine
It first goes up or is ascending the back of the gnome.

Ascending Colon
Our Cobra that is long decided to transfer itself from the back to the front by crawling along the neck of the gnome.

Transverse Colon
Our Cobra that is long is descending down front of the gnome. It got a little shy so it’s trying be on the other side and hide from us.

Descending Colon
Our Cobra that is long saw a cigarette that is still moist behind the gnome and decided to turn and move up some in order to swallow the cigarette whole. Some people shorten cigarette to cig.

Sigmoid Colon: cig moist
Eating the cigarette that is still moist really wrecked the tummy of our cobra.

Rectum: Wreck Tummy
Now we come to the end. Ain’t this the weirdest pizza delivery gnome that you have ever met?

Anus: Ain’t This